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Scream
 
I can talk calmly or speak sweet as springs
morning breeze but in my head all i do is
scream i scream at you to love me i scream
at her to stop yelling i scream at the top
of my lungs hoping the world will stop and
pay attention to realize that words are not
necassary we can be animals and speak with
our behavior alone but yet no i have to contain
my pain my anger my misery hoping that one day
i wont loose it and the world will not see
my ionner shame...scream scream all this
screamiong and all i do i stay quiet on day
all my screaming will stop..but when is just
another idea of mine
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Unamed (You Can Comment And Suggest Names)
 
i am alone without a doubt i kneel before a grave
filled with flowers meaningless pawns to express
a grief only felt due to a timeless urge to feel
apart of the group yet you feel nothing for the
person lying within the coffin before you i am the
one that holds all the power of grief and sadness
on myself if time made me suffer like i am now i
know i shall remain kneeling darkness surrounds my
every thought but as i stare into the flower petals
i wonder why must i be this way why must i be so full
of sorrow is there a way to escape my pain the dark
clouds rolling in above us tell me no but the bodys
spirit near me says otherwise so as i kneel i shall
pray then ask what am i going to do today
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Why Me?
 
When i gaze out my window to other the other
children playing laughing having all the fun
i wonder why i can't be like that why i am
trapped inside to forever be alone within myself
when I'm struck in the face and the fiery
sting of flesh on flesh connects the pain
makes me wonder why me? what have i done to
deserve this pain? i try and understand the
other persons view but i don't get it why must
must i be a prisoner live in my own personal
hell just tell me why can't i be a normal socitey
accepted teen instead of hidden unaccepted cutter
who makes herself accepted by hurting herself
if you were me i bet the only question would be
like mine why me? why me?
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